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Feb. 6, 1990
POETRY AMONG THE RUINS
By Carol Susan Woodruff
UM News and Publications
Greg Pape returned to northern Arizona last summer to seek
the seeds of poems.

The area, rich in Indian history, had proved

fertile before, yielding a number of poems for his book "Storm
Pattern."
"I'm interested in contemporary life but also in the way
it's affected by the past," says Pape, an associate professor of
English who teaches poetry at the University of Montana.

"You

can't really understand the present unless you have a sense of
the past.

When you walk in it and you live in it, you can't

ignore it."
Supported by a UM research grant, he spent a month exploring
Indian ruins, keeping a journal and studying Arizona's prehistory
at the Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff.
Besides coming up with ideas for new poems, he revised the
ones in "Storm Pattern" that were inspired by earlier stays in
Arizona.

His hard work paid off; most of his revised poems were

recently published by Confluence Press of Lewiston, Idaho.
Pape's home base in Arizona, an old lava rock ranch house on
the eastern fringe of Flagstaff, lay in the shadow of the San
Francisco Peaks and on the edge of the huge Navajo Indian
Reservation.

During the long, hot days of July, he visited
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ancient Indian ruins with magical-sounding Hopi names:
Wukoki, Lomaki, Nalakihu.

Wupatki,

He sought inspiration from prehistoric

rock carvings, underground ceremonial rooms called kivas and
ancient dwellings known as pit houses.
His two major trips were to Arizona's Canyon de Chelly and
New Mexico's Chaco Canyon, which he says holds the most extensive
ruins in the United States.

The largest of them is Pueblo

Bonita, a semi-circle of kivas built around A.D. 919.
Walking among the ruins sparked his imagination about the
Indians who, centuries ago, left traces of their civilization.
"It's wonderful to walk out there in the desert and try to dream
up those lives," he says.
Researching and reflecting on the lives of Indians have
instilled in Pape a sense of kinship with them.

That bond comes

through in poems like "Blue Bowl" and "Making a Great Space
Small," in which he disdains the U.S. bombers that shatter the
calm with training flights over the desert, intruding upon the
traditional lives of Indians.
Similarly, in "After Anger Breaks Up the Song," Pape makes
no secret of his disgust over the polluted water of the Rio de
Flag.

And in "Storm Pattern," the title poem of his book, he

shares the heartbreak of a Navajo woman forced by the government
to leave her ancestral home.
"You can't really be any kind of writer without touching on
social responsibility and political questions because our lives
more
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are political," Pape says.

"Everything we do is connected to

everything else we do."
His concern with social and political issues in Arizona has
deep roots.

He spent some of his childhood in Tucson, where he

later earned a master's degree in creative writing and taught at
the University of Arizona and was an instructor at Pima Community
College.

He also was a visiting assistant professor at Northern

Arizona University in Flagstaff.
He traces his fascination with Indian culture to the time he
taught creative writing in Indian communities as an employee of
the Arizona Commission on the Arts and Humanities.

"I didn't

want to go into Indian communities and presume to teach the kids
without knowing about them," Pape recalls.

"I started studying."

Pape takes a similar approach to poetry, getting to know as
much as he can about his surroundings before writing about them.
"I work a lot with memory and place," he says.
Clarity also characterizes his poetry.
should be somehow demystified," he says.

"See, I think poetry

"People say,

'Oh,

poetry,' and they think of something that is absolutely beyond
their reach.

My own thing has been to write as clearly as I

could in the hopes that lots of people would understand."
Today many poets write clearly about complex matters, Pape
says.

Two of his favorites are Philip Levine, under whom he

studied at California State University, and Elizabeth Bishop.
Pape acknowledges that some poets still take pride in
more
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producing hard-to-follow poems, in the tradition of T.S. Eliot.
"Eliot was a good poet, but he was a difficult poet," he says.
"He didn’t write
and say,

'The Wasteland'

for your average Joe to pick up

'Hey, this is an all right poem."'

Pape, in writing more about history and the land, is moving
away from what he calls a tight use of language.

"I think I'm

giving myself more slack because I realize you have to try new
things in order to make new discoveries," he says.
good to align yourself so much with a certain style.

"It's not
Your style

is part of you, and it's going to show through."
Working in both free verse and traditional forms, Pape is
also beginning to explore his spiritual side in his poetry.
"It's kind of taking a risk," he says.

"It's very easy to write

poorly and abstractly when you start working with things like
spiritual ideas."
But taking risks is necessary to growing as a poet.

"You

have to write what's real to you, what's important to you," Pape
says.

"If you're committed as a writer ... you've got to believe

in your work.

... If I get a book rejected, that's certainly not

going to stop me from writing.

I tell my students not to be in

it for immediate rewards but for the long haul."
Pape speaks from long experience as a poet and teacher.
The author of the books "Black Branches," "Border Crossings" and
"kittle America," he's placed his poems in literary magazines
such as Northwest Review, Quarterly West and The Missouri Review.
more
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Besides teaching at UM and schools in Arizona, h e ’s taught
at the University of Missouri, Hollins College and California
State University.

He's also been a visiting writer at the

University of Louisville and University of Alabama and landed a
number of awards and fellowships.
His honors include two National Endowment for the Arts
Creative Writing Fellowships and a fellowship to the Fine Arts
Work Center in Provincetown, Mass.
In addition to urging his students to focus more on their
writing than on getting published, he tells them that the art of
writing is rewriting.

"You have to work on stuff," he says.

"You have to compose it.

You have to make your discoveries.

It's a process."
He sees his role not as teaching students to write poetry
but as helping them and giving them "real, honest responses" to
their work.

He encourages them to experiment, to convey ideas

through recalled experiences.
"We're given a certain amount of experience in our lives:
where we live, what we do, whom we come in contact with, what
happens to us," he says.

"If we're writers or artists, that's

what we work with."
###
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Indian Ruins Along Rio de Flag
I'm learning how to read the rocks,
how to tell the difference between
those that lie where the magma
cooled and hardened, and those
that are the ruined walls of homes.
They lived here because of the river.
They sang the river where the sun shone,
where the night sky glittered.
I can almost hear them sometimes
when I cross the river.
Now it's a pitiful stream
lined with red and white signs
that read contaminated -- an open
sewer we call Rio de Flag.
No one knows what they called it.
No one knows what they sang
when they saw the river of fire.
When the fire cooled and the dead
were sung they planted corn and squash
in the cinders and bathed their children
in the river and built their homes
of rocks that once were fire.
I'm learning how to watch the birds
as they fly off into the distance
until they turn into distance,
into nothing I can see, like spirits,
and then go on watching, as they must have,
until something in the distance
turns into birds again.
By Greg Pape, from the book "Storm Pattern"

